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While traditionally associated with stability, sturdiness and anchoring, architecture is more than a container protecting from the elements. It is a place that influences state of mind and productivity of those within it. On the doorstep of adaptive architecture that exhibits life like qualities, we use virtual reality to investigate if it might be a pleasant and productive place to be; without incurring the expense of building. Thus this work has a methodological contribution of investigating the use of aspects of virtual reality to answer this question and the substantive contribution of providing initial answers. It is motivated by juxtaposing 1) responsive architecture, 2) simulation in architectural design 3) adaptive computer mediated environments, and 4) use of VR to study user responses to both architecture and interactive scenarios. We define lifelike architecture as that which gives the appearance of being alive through movement and potentially response to occupants. Our hypothesis is that a life like building could aid the state of consciousness known as flow by providing stimuli that removes the feeling of being alone while not being overly distracting. However our concern is that it might fail to do this because of appearing uncanny. To test this we hypothesise that occupying a simulation of a life-like building will measurably improve task performance, feelings of wellbeing, and willingness to return. Our four experiments investigate if people feel more at ease and concentrate better on task and others when the walls around them appear to organically move, are happy for the walls to help them, and prefer to come back to a building that reacts to them.
Background

The use of interactive elements in buildings is on the rise[1] and buildings that possess them are proving to be popular in both private and public projects[2]. However, the temporary nature of most examples does not lend them to studying long term effects such as social behaviour [3]. It seems that popularity relies on a balance between design, content and novelty. Despite this growing popularity, interactive architecture is widely viewed as novelty. We postulate that a convergence of interactive architecture and adaptive computer mediated environments might allow form and content to be responsive to the activity and mood of occupants, thus replacing novelty with usefulness. A more comprehensive picture is set by convergence between and within: animated, reactive and organic and intelligent architecture; and socially intelligent, empathic and virtual environments. It is hoped that this amalgamation would allow buildings to be able to interpret social intentions and needs, evaluate the impact of actions in a group and steer a group of users towards a common goal based on their actions and needs. Yet even without this union, the base question of how a building that seems to move as a living entity could affect its users is still very useful and interesting and this is what is being focused on. Also no direct comparison has been made between a conventional building and an interactive one to assess[4] the effect of interactivity in a building.

With regard to appropriate methods for studying adaptive architecture, the literature falls into one of two broad categories: Interactive or Intelligent Architecture and the appropriateness of virtual reality to test our hypothesis that life like architecture will have a positive effect on their users. Subcategories in interactive and intelligent architecture include architectural theory, building materials and building examples. In the use of virtual reality as a test medium subcategories include presence, virtual environments and the use of virtual reality in include psychotherapy. We also consider the potential of adaptive computer mediated environments.
Responsive Architecture may be categorised as that which is responds to the user, either through the design or more interactively during use.

The first major category is architecture for which the design has responded to people. This is less relevant to our work, that focuses on buildings designed to respond interactively. However, describing them not only helps to set the scene but also explains the inspiration for the organic appearance of our later experiments.

Firstly we consider response to cultural or religious needs or events. Examples include: The Water Temple by Tadao Ando[5], The Umayyad Mosque in Damascus[6], The Jewish museum by Daniel Libeskind[7], The Berlin Memorial by Peter Eisenman[8]. All these projects focus on giving visitors unique experiences that attempt to respond to their needs and provide them with insight to cultural events that led to the construction of these buildings.

Secondly we consider animation-based design. Here the final shape of the building is a response to the recorded and then analyzed movement of people or objects in a similar place over a set amount of time. The designer records the movement of users anticipates it then designs buildings based on the shapes resulting from that movement pattern. Examples include The Endless House by Fredrick J.Kiesler[9], and the works of Berkel [10], Lynn [11, 12] and Spuybroek [13]. Most used flowing organic shapes that through there naturalness are intended to give the feeling of comfort. We use this as inspiration within the design of our lab based experiments that will be described later.

What Keisler, Lynn and Berkel [9-12, 14] have in common is that the organic flowing shapes, which architects produced in these examples, create and encourage comfort as they mimic natural shapes. While this is vital in forming a more thorough understanding of user movement, it does not cover real time change in the building after it is finished, which is the main focus in interactive design. The main focus of these projects is that the final form of the building
does not need to be moving or changing colour in order to be responsive.

The second major category is architecture that responds interactively to the occupant. Reflexive architecture was introduced as a concept by Neil Spiller a decade ago. At that time he felt that little research had been done in the area. He described reflexive architecture as “architecture that is highly responsive and intelligent, able to translate and connect to its contextual environmental surroundings at a new level, while also operating in three or more spaces simultaneously”. Although the need for at least three spaces is unclear.

The responses between interactive architecture and its occupants may include animated behavior that is responsive within seconds or minutes to the user. This is a rapidly emerging area for experimental architectural design. Examples include: KasOosterhuis (the trans_PORTs project)[15, 16], Nox (the H2O Expo) [13, 17], Paul Sermon Tele presence[18, 19], John Frazer[20], Decoi (Aegis Hyporsurface)[21], Usman Haque [22, 23] and David Fisher, The rotating towers in Dubai and Moscow[23, 24]. In the past decade architects, designers and artists have increasingly worked in the field of interactive structures. In many instances these projects were temporary installations rather than being permanent ones [3, 25], An example of a more permanent interactive building is the rotating towers projects by David Fisher[23, 24]. When designing temporary structures or installations an architect often has more freedom to experiment. This is not least as the building typically has fewer functions to support.

Architecture can be considered as a type of language in which the architect and the user engage in speech through the building[26]. Palassma proposes that interactive architecture allows a livelier conversation. Thanks to emerging technologies and materials, structures have become able to interact with users instantaneously [17, 23]. The movement and behaviour of its visitors trigger structures to change any combination of shape, appearance, sound or smell. Arguably in these projects architects arrange rather than
design and allow the users to have conversation directly with the architecture itself.

From this analysis it seems that responsiveness of space is linked to two main factors. First, the materiality of the project and how it is constructed. Second, the sociological dimension of space and how that can be controlled and used to further focus the relationship between architecture and its users. These new ways of interacting with architecture are helping to form a whole new understanding of space that such space becomes part of the user and interaction. Space becomes looked at as a medium of communication. This is apparent in the works of the artist Paul Sermon [18, 19], in which he links users in different locations via live chroma-keying and video conferencing equipment to explore user behaviour and interaction within such telespace. This creates some awkward responses from the users at the beginning and causes them to re-evaluate their environment in a new understanding which depends on space as well as advanced technology.

All the previous architects and artists designed interactive buildings that can change colour, shape, sound, layout or all of these elements combined to create an enriched user experience. There are a lot of different types of buildings here ranging from installations [13, 18, 19, 21, 22] to full buildings [15-17, 23, 24]. A recurring theme here, however, is that all these changes are predetermined by the architect at the time of design. It is noticed that there is a great deal of theoretical investigation being done by the designers on the role of such architecture in its environment and its relation to the user’s experience [17, 20, 23]. When I interviewed Usman Haque in 2005 he mentioned that the role of the architect or the designer should be more like the role of an operating system in that he sets the rules in which the building operates but the users are the ones who determine the final outcome of the design, this is also supported by Kronenberg[17]. Usman also states that for a building to be interactive there has to be information exchange to and from the building otherwise it’s just a reactive system [27]. Other design theories include the works of Yannick Joye[28], Mette Ramsgard Thomsen [29], Juhani Pallasmaa[26], Adrian Forty [30], Peter
Zellner[31], Steven Holl[32] and Bill Hillier [33, 34] all of whom explore the relation between users and space, and how that can affect the experience gained. In particular Yannick Joye[28] looks at how organic and natural elements in architecture can help in reducing stress levels in users. This is an important theme of our work. Buildings here have a somewhat open ended design which builds on the users actions. Usman Haque[23, 27], Mette Ramsgard[29] and Neil Spiller [35] view architecture as a changing user interface, while Juhani Pallasmaa[26], Adrian Forty [30], Steven Holl[32] and Bill Hillier [33, 34] view it as an unchangeable setting for user interaction (which is the classical view of architecture). The term intelligent building or architecture also has many definitions as well, sometimes overlapping with interactive architecture. However, the unifying characteristic in all definitions looked at is that an intelligent building utilizes sensors to acquire user data so it can automatically provide services depending on user behaviour [36-44]

“Human life is interactive life in which architecture has long set the stage”[45]. Humans are flexible creatures capable of manipulating a wide verity of objects and living in varying environments[17] as such it is no surprise that humans want to reflect that flexibility in our buildings as our genes are expressed through our environment[46]. It appears that users are becoming captivated by interactive or intelligent structures as they are seeing their effects on the structure directly and clearly [47]. Their movement patterns and behaviour in general change in accordance to the reactions they see appearing before their eyes as architecture and its users become parts of each other [48]. The possibility of having a more lifelike or living building is becoming more feasible as more artists and architects are experimenting with it [49, 50]. It can be argued that users of such buildings are learning to see themselves in a new light, looking at their new reflections in these unorthodox ‘mirrors’. Such new visual reflections can produce new behaviours of the users in accordance to these reflections. Also it with such buildings attracting more audience and gaining in popularity [51], it indicates that they can have a distinct advantage over none interactive buildings especially in public and retail spaces where a high amount of visitors is preferred.
In all the previous projects the materials used were as vital as the designs themselves as the desired level of instantaneous reaction by the building cannot be achieved by traditional materials. Combinations of sensors, processors and changeable components (e.g. scent releasing systems, mechanical or hydraulic movement systems, colour changing LEDs ...) were used. Materials like Aero Gel [17], OLED[17], Litracon[17, 52] and smartwrap[53] all push the limits of architectural boundaries and help in creating better models for interactive and intelligent Architecture. Research from the MIT, shows materials that can change shape in real-time [54]. This opens up new possibilities for designing such spaces [54]. Research from Cornell University shows robots that have a limited ability to self reproduce[55]. When incorporated in designs this has the potential to produce self sustaining buildings. While some materials are still in concept mode they are very important in helping to create better designs and conceptual models for interactive or intelligent buildings.

Using virtual reality for testing and evaluating:

This section examines different test mediums that are available in virtual reality assessing each one to determine which is more suitable for testing interactive buildings. It highlights available test environments, how people react in virtual reality environments and how close such reactions are to real life ones.

In architecture, the architect depends on his experience when trying to design and produce a building. In essence knowledge of materials, space and building methods is gained through observation and experience gained from sometimes disastrous trial and error [1]. Apart from architectural drawings and images of 3D models the client is usually buying a product that they cannot see fully until it is constructed in real life [56-60]. Even when using 3D reconstruction video the angles and areas the client sees are limited [56]. It is commonly known that this method has some major draw backs. First
it is very time consuming to construct a building, second it is very expensive to do so. Third and perhaps most importantly is that the client will not know what they are exactly getting until the building is completed. This means that there is no room for error and that amending or adjusting a project would be very difficult. Experimental buildings are not unheard of in architecture, for example: Sky Ear [22], Scents of Space [16, 23, 61], H2O Expo [13, 17]... etc, but making these buildings is very expensive and time consuming. Amending or adjusting them would also be very difficult for the same aforementioned reasons.

A potential test environment is the use of an online social environment. Online social environments are becoming accepted as credible tool for social studies [62, 63] . In particular a number of researchers have indicated that people tend to behave in a very similar way when in Second Life as they would in real life [63, 64]. Users seem to react naturally to social space even though such environments are not immersive [63]. Online environments like Second Life have some distinct advantages. It can be argued that creating content in such environments is quick and cheap. All that is needed is making a 3D model of the building and placing it in the virtual environment, so no time is wasted on construction issues that might arise in real life models. This also means that adjusting a model can be done quickly as well. Research implies that online (even forum like) test environments function as a more generalized simulation than that of a mathematical simulation tool [64]. Equipment wise, all a user needs to use the programme is a midrange computer and an internet connection. This coupled with the fact that the usage of the software is free means that a lot of users will be able to access such an environment with ease. This can increase the number of visitors as every day millions of users spend an average of 22 hours a week interacting with each other thorough avatars [65-67]. Also since visitors can come and go as they please, their behaviour can be closer in quality to real life behaviour. Lastly placing a test building for prolonged periods of time there is relatively cheap.
One issue in such an environment is the lack of realism which can lead to users feeling detached from the environment they are experiencing, another issue is the quality of immersion, since users have to see the environment through a computer screen, they will not feel as immersed as the other two methods we are going to discuss (Immersive environments and head mounted displays) and as such this might cause their reactions to be less realistic [68]. However, previous research shows that online virtual environment users behave in a very similar fashion to real life [62]. Researchers are using Second Life as a viable tool to evaluate social trends [64] and as such we feel that this medium would be good for tests that might require longer periods of time and a larger sample size.

Another method examined is immersive virtual environments IVEs. This technology first existed in 1965 as a lab-based idea [69, 70]. It is usually a room with graphics being projected on its surfaces, usually referred to as a CAVE (square shaped room). The number of surfaces used can vary from 3 upwards. The advantages of using such a method is that it provides a high level of realism as test subjects literally step into the virtual model being tested giving it an advantage over desktop-based methods [71]. Test subjects are highly immersed in the virtual environment and as such might react to it in a more realistic manner. A wealth of presence research indicates that people in such environments react exactly as they would in real life [70, 72, 73] even in low-fidelity scenarios [74, 75]. Mel Slater points out that in an immersive environment almost all test subjects avoid colliding with virtual objects even though they know that they are not there [72]. Also participants usually respond in a realistic manner to events shown to them in IVEs [70]. Such environments have been used as an effective tool for social studies [74, 76, 77] particularly in spatial cognition [78], education [79, 80] and psychotherapy [81-83]. In numerous cases they were successfully used to treat social phobias [84-93] and post traumatic stress disorder [94, 95]. Research also shows that IVEs can evoke real emotions and mental activity as a real situation would [96, 97]. Any adjustments to the model can be made quickly and easily. Also, since such an environment is a lab-based one, all the environmental factors can be easily controlled (such as lighting, time limits, etc.)
enabling researchers to specifically focus on the variables or elements that they want to study.

Since a CAVE or OCTAVE is a lab-based environment it has some disadvantages. The amount of people that you can have there at once is limited due to the size of the room. Also people cannot stay there for long periods of time. Since the equipment is delicate a researcher has to be present with the test subject at all time which means that reactions of test subjects might not be as natural as hoped. Perhaps the biggest disadvantage is that people cannot come and go at will. Even with such disadvantages it is still the preferred test method for short term experiments. It provides a high level of immersion that is comparable to that of constructing a life-sized model of the environment while at the same time having the flexibility, controllability and repeatability of using 3D simulations.

The final immersive display method examined is head mounted displays; it has the same advantages as the immersive environments mentioned before [68]. It allows for a very high level of immersion and content can be created and edited quickly as well [68]. Our main reservation about this medium is that the person becomes disembodied (as they cannot see their body in the virtual environment) and thus the experience is less lifelike. Also the equipment a test subject has to wear is heavy and it can cause discomfort. The low field of view it provides has been linked to motion sickness and a lower sense of presence which is likely to impact the awareness, attention and action of users [68]. This will be a major issue as people tend to lose focus and interest when they are fatigued. Also issues might arise if the experiments incorporate the use of real objects rather than virtual ones.

**Crossover and relations:**

This section examines possible relations between the two main research areas investigated previously and how they relate to each other. One project that is relevant here is an interactive entertainment space built for the Swiss national exhibition Expo in 2002. It was
investigating if users can associate buildings with life in what is called the ADA project [23, 51, 98-100]. This project consisted of a room where the floor was covered with pressure sensitive plates that changed colours and collectively displayed different colour patterns as you stepped over them. If one followed them fast enough the room rewarded the user with a special pattern. It turns out that the majority of users enjoyed being in this responsive space and a good percentage of them were convinced that the space could be considered as a living organism. The public reaction to the project was overwhelmingly positive [101]. ADA was the most popular IT related exhibit at the expo [51]. This suggests that with the right level of interaction people can actually start to view buildings as active participants in a group rather than just passive spectators. It also shows how popular and crowd attracting interactive buildings can be, although no direct comparison have been made between and interactive building and a non-interactive one to understand the explicit effect of interactivity on visitor numbers. The ADA project was an entertainment space; it would be interesting to see whether similar success could be achieved in a work oriented environment. Also this project demonstrated how human response can be inferred from observing behaviour as well as the potential to use ADA to automatically deduce group attitudes opening the door to possibly influence their behaviour [99]. It is noticeable that ADA had only short term reasoning as it responded to users directly but had no mid or long-term goals. Even though users still enjoyed being in this space which is encouraging. Theoretically, this would suggest that a building with two layers of reasoning would provide a better and more enjoyable environment for its users and visitors. This project is the only project that we found that combined research in virtual environments and architecture. It demonstrates that users can have meaningful experiences with an interactive environment, and as mentioned before also highlights the popularity of this type of space [51, 101].

The use of virtual reality or rather virtual reality visualising methods is common in architecture. What is meant here is that architects often use virtual 3D models of buildings to produce rendered images or fly through videos that they show to clients and some potential
users [56-58]. The use of virtual reality or virtual environments in design focuses more on the construction methods rather than design elements in most cases [56]. The main issue with this approach is that architects tend to show clients what they, as designers, want them to see without giving the client the ability to navigate and experience the space on their own [58]. It can also be argued that the virtual models shown to clients and users tend to be at the final stages of design when most decisions have been taken. Models placed in virtual environments such as the Second Life, CAVE or OCTAVE like environments tend to give the client (users of the building) a high level of freedom enabling them to experience every part of the building and interact with it however they want [56].

Virtual environments have been used earlier to effectively treat phobias and other mental issues such as trauma. The papers looked at in the virtual reality section earlier indicate that VEs are useful tools that can produce meaningful results because people react in them in the same manner as they would in real life [70, 73, 102]. Research done in this field also suggests that, when measured in similar scenarios, the human brain exhibits the same level of neural activity in both virtual and real scenarios [81-86, 88, 89, 91-95].

An issue that remains to be seen is if users were interacting with the environment or with objects in that environment. In the case of shell shock it is almost certain that users were reacting to the environment as the experiment procedure focuses on having users go through similar war-like scenarios. Although in these cases it can be argued that users are interacting with either the environment (shell shock) [94, 95] or objects in the environment like avatars (anxiety and public speaking phobia) [84, 85, 87, 88] or the cause of phobia itself (heights, flying, etc.) [91-93, 96]. But the main interaction is guided through the presence of a therapist who uses and controls these objects as they see fit during the treatment procedure [72, 91, 103-105]. What this research wants to see is the effect of the building itself on the user with minimal interference from the designer or owner isolating and studying what effect interactive or intelligent buildings might have on their users.
In general papers reviewed on the matter of the use of virtual environments in the treatment of phobias, regardless of phobia type, establish two things. First, Molinari [88] concluded that virtual environments are as good if not better in treating phobias than real-life environments. They also have the advantage of allowing high control and to tailor fit the required virtual environment to the exact needs of the individual’s treatment [88] also there are over a hundred research papers within that reference that agrees and reaches the same conclusion.

Second, when using a VE even through a desktop system it was recorded that subjects reacted in the same manner as they would in real life [70, 73-75, 102]. One major issue arises here is the lack of physical interaction between the subjects and their environment [84, 85, 87-96]. This can be attributed to the nature of phobia treatment. Phobia treatment, in real or virtual environments is based on exposing the patient gradually to their fear [72, 91, 103-105]. This means that the person treating them is the one who interacts with the patient and controls how the treatment session goes. Even in the case of treating shellshock where the patient goes through a premade scenario there is no interaction with the environment just exposure to different conditions [94, 95]. In these cases it can be argued that users are interacting with either the environment (shell shock, post traumatic stress disorder, etc.) [94, 95] or objects in the environment like avatars (anxiety and public speaking phobia) [84, 85, 87, 88] or the cause of phobia itself (heights, etc.) [91-93, 96] the main interaction is guided through the presence of a therapist who uses these objects as they see fit and there is no interaction happening in from the environment to the user. This leads us to believe that there might be a possible lack of literature on how might having an interactive/intelligent environment affect its users.
**Research direction:**

The previous sections reviewed papers in relation to the fields of interactive and intelligent architecture and the use of virtual environments as an evaluation method. That main aim was to propose a definition of interactive, intelligent or lifelike architecture, assess the usefulness of virtual environments as a test medium and see if there are any research projects that have attempted to study the effect of interactive or intelligent buildings on their users.

Architecture is becoming so intertwined with a network of other disciplines that a new hybrid form of practice and architecture itself is emerging [106]. While the sheer amount of new interactive architecture is apparent from previous examples, we attempted to go past the momentary popularity and ask if such projects are useful to their users. It was found that first, there are multiple definitions of interactive architecture and through reviewing a selection of projects we defined interactive architecture as architecture that can react to its users and change its properties (colour, shape, sound) in real time, intelligent architecture furthers that by adding a level of reasoning with which the building analyzes input from its users to achieve a set of goals. Based on these definitions derived from the literature, we further define lifelike architecture as interactive architecture that has some resemblance of being alive. This might be through moving or interacting as if alive and or through exhibiting intelligence. Interactive projects have proved to be popular and potentially valuable when it comes to attracting visitors. Second, papers reviewed indicated that virtual environments are a viable test medium with users reacting in similar or almost the same way in a virtual environment as they would in real life to the same input or scenario. Papers reviewed in the medical field indicate that brain activity in virtual environments is the same as brain activity in real life, given that the scenario is the same. It is concluded that both online social environments and immersive virtual environments are suitable test environments that can be used for long-term and lab-based experiments respectively. They both provide sufficient levels of freedom and immersion (semi immersion in the case of online
environments) and they are both accepted test mediums for social interaction as people tend to react very naturally in them, to social or environmental stimuli. Third, it is apparent that every method of measurement in virtual environments has some advantages and disadvantages [107]. Methods used in measuring presence in virtual environments are varied and no single method is universally accepted [107]. It is possible that a combination of evaluation methods would provide better data for experiments, as mixed methods can assist and complement each other, eliminating or minimizing the disadvantages that can occur from using a single method. From that it can be concluded that a mixture of evaluation methods should be used in experiments to produce good high quality data from experiments.
Experiments

Each experiment involves having a test subject complete different yet similar tasks in a series of virtual environments. Test subjects can be completely alone or accompanied by an examiner depending on the individual experiment and the research question it is trying to address. Apart from the last experiment all our experiments are undertaken within a surround display system called the OCTAVE. The OCTAVE is an immersive large screen projection system. It projects computer graphics images on 8 surround walls and the floor. This test environment surrounds the subject in a life size simulation, and thus can give the impression of being within a simulated room better than looking into that room through a desktop display, thus providing a better sense of being there (presence) to test subjects and making the experience seem more natural. In this work immersive stereo was not used, so the participants did not have to wear stereo glasses. The last experiment (experiment 4) was made using an online social virtual environment called Second Life.

Figure 1. The Octave, the environment and the author.
The first experiment designed was a pilot experiment that explored the second research question: How might being inside a room with walls that appear to come to life impact on a person’s feeling and performance? Doing a quick pilot experiment at the beginning of the research helped in understanding practical limits and issues that might rise in later experiments. Issues that were made clearer through the pilot experiment were the number of participants needed, how long should the experiment last and what task should be used. For instance, in the pilot experiment we used a task that required the user to play a game on a laptop while in the OCTAVE. We noticed that test subjects were focusing more on the laptop and taking no notice of their surroundings, also they were repeating the same game in all test conditions which made any results unusable (their score improved because of repetition). That is why we opted for a simpler task in later experiments that can be placed directly in the test environment without the need for interface equipment (laptop or 3D glasses) and can be varied with ease to eliminate the problem of repetition. Feedback from the experiment using questionnaires and interviews also helped in highlighting any potential issues that might have not been covered in the literature survey. All experiments can potentially help in answering unclear points identified by the literature review and some problems raised via the methodology.

**Experiment 1**

How might being inside a room with walls that appear to come to life impact on a person’s feeling and performance?

Task: Solving a jigsaw puzzle alone in an Octave, while walls are blank and static or display moving patterns.

To be able to assess the impact of an animated environment on an individual we had to conduct the following experiment. Test subjects had to complete a task in different environment settings. Their performance in each task was measured and compared. Post
experiment interviews and questionnaires were also used to assess the appeal and attractiveness of animated environments.

The task that test subjects had to do was completing a jigsaw puzzle. We felt that this is a simple task that most test subjects should be familiar with and that we can vary with ease. Another reason jigsaws were chosen was that they require both concentration and allow performance to be easily quantified. Tasks were completed in an immersive display system called the OCTAVE. Two test environment settings were used, one with blank walls and one with moving lifelike walls, which simulate that they are moving around the test subject. The performance of test subjects was measured by the amount of puzzle pieces they assembled in each setting.

A within subjects design was used for this experiment, this method provides more statistically sound results and is more practical as less resources are required in terms of number of test subjects and time required [108-110].

To ensure that participants performance was improved because they were familiar with the task, we varied the order of puzzles and conditions across subjects. This meant that some began with puzzle A and some with B; and 50% were inside a simulation of moving walls first while the remainder where surrounded by blank display walls first. 20 Test subjects were used.

**Findings**

The results of this experiment have shown that when a person is placed in a small room both their comfort and performance when doing a jigsaw puzzle are increased if the walls appear to move. 90% of subjects performed better when the walls appeared to move around them and upon analysis results were highly significant with a probability value less than 0.0001 this meant that the chances of having the same results would be nearly 100% if the experiment was repeated. No subjects reported disliking the moving walls and more often than not test subjects reported feeling more comfortable, and better able to concentrate and do the work. Many reported the feeling of something missing when being in the blank environment
while specifically mentioning being calmed and more relaxed when the walls moved around them.

Experiment 2

How can seemingly lifelike architecture impact people’s ability to follow instructions from a teacher?

Task: Solving a puzzle in an octave by depending solely on verbal instructions from a tutor, while different projections are displayed on its walls.

To answer the above research question we conducted the following experiment. This time, instead of working alone, the participant had the part of a learner in a simple teacher learner scenario following a set of standardized spoken instructions given to them by an instructor to guide them in completing a task in three different conditions. The flow of data was one way from instructor to subject. This was done to standardize the amount of information given to test subjects. The performance of test subjects for each task was measured and compared. Questionnaires and interviews were used to assess the appeal and comfort of animated environments.

The task remained similar to the previous experiment so comparisons can be drawn allowing the effect of the teacher learner experience to be isolated from that of working alone. An instructor (confederate) explained the procedure of the test and what the test subject should do before the experiment started. Every experiment involved both the test subject and confederate entering a series of conditions. Tasks performed in each condition were split into a series of stages. Test subjects had to follow a series of spoken verbal instructions given to them in key stages during the test by the instructor in order to complete the task, while being aware that they could not communicate with the instructor during the test. The task test subjects had to do was completing a jigsaw puzzle while relying only on the oral instructions given to them by the instructor. Tasks were completed the Octave. The performance was measured by
calculating the percentage of completion for each puzzle in each setting, 30 test subjects were used here to provide better statistical data than the previous experiment.

**Findings**
In this teacher learner setting the performance of 93% people was improved when they were in the animated environment the overall average improvement was 38.77% compared to the blank environment and 21.25% when compared to the patterned environment. When analyzed, the results proved to be highly significant with P values less than 0.0001. Previously people universally preferred the experience of seemingly moving walls and some reported finding it comforting. Questionnaires and interviews made in this experiment indicate that most people prefer a room with moving walls stating that it improved their concentration levels which was reflected in the improvement of their scores. This suggests that surround projection or physically moving walls are likely to be beneficial in the classroom setting and unlikely to be detrimental. In particular they seem to complement the presence of a teacher especially when giving instructions. Using a combination of virtual models and surround projection gave clear results. The ability to transfer such results to the real world is yet to be tested, but results further imply that real environment tests would be worth doing in the future.

**Experiment 3**
How can seemingly intelligent lifelike architecture impact people’s ability to follow instructions from a teacher?

Task: Solving a jigsaw puzzle in an octave with verbal instructions from a tutor, while different projections are displayed on its walls. In one of the settings one of the walls provides visual hints to aid the test subject.

Here we expand the previous experiment by convincing the participant that the environment around them is intelligent and that it
can understand what is happening inside it and try to assist them in their task. The same teacher learner setting was used here as in the previous experiment. The participant had the role of a learner in a simple teacher learner experience following a set of standardized spoken instructions given to them by an instructor to guide them in completing a task in three different conditions. The flow of data was one way from instructor to subject. This was done to standardize the amount of information given to test subjects. The Performance of test subjects in each task was measured and compared. Questionnaires and interviews were used to assess the appeal and comfort of animated environments.

In the last condition a wizard of Oz approach was used to make the room appear intelligent through the use of an additional confederate. The task in this experiment is the same as the one in the previous experiment so that a direct comparison can be drawn allowing the effect of having a helpful environment to be separated and compared to the effect of an animated one. An instructor (confederate) explained the procedure of the test and what the test subject should do before the experiment started. Every experiment involved both the test subject and confederate entering a series of conditions. Tasks performed in each condition were split into a series of stages. Test subjects had to follow a series of spoken verbal instructions given to them in key stages during the test by the instructor in order to complete the task, while being aware that they could not communicate with the instructor during the test. The task test subjects had to do was completing a jigsaw puzzle while relying only on the oral instructions given to them by the instructor except in the final condition. Tasks were again completed within an immersive display system called the OCTAVE. The performance was measured by calculating the percentage of completion for each puzzle in each setting.

A within subjects design was used for the experiment. The order of puzzles and environments was randomized across subjects to avoid any effects that puzzle order or environment order might have had on our findings. We split the participants into two equal groups. The first group environment order was blank, static patterned, intelligent
and the second group environment order was intelligent, static patterned, blank. The puzzles used in each condition was randomized as well. 30 test subjects were also used here.

Figure 2. The position of the test subject within the environment in accordance to the helpful wall. The arrow shows the flashing area where the assembled puzzle pieces should be placed.

Findings
Building on a previous experiment where we improved the performance and moods of people doing jigsaw puzzles by surrounding them with projections of walls that appeared to move, a teacher and informative graphics were added to these walls to begin to study the potential impact on a teacher learner interaction. The previous experiment [111] improved the performance of 90% of participants and the average improvement was 14%. In this teacher learner setting the performance of 93.33% people was improved and the average improvement was 62.84% in comparison with the average score of test subjects in the blank environment and 42.07% in comparison to the average score of test subjects in the patterned environment. When analyzed the difference was statistically significant with a P value of 0.001. Questionnaires and interviews conducted after the experiment indicate that most people prefer a room with moving helpful walls. Analyses of the video recordings also indicate that people were more engaged with the helpful environment than any other condition regularly looking at the helpful wall. In addition to the results transferring to concentration on instructions from a teacher, people liked the helpful graphics in front of the moving walls. This suggests that surround projection or physically moving interactive helpful walls are expected to have a positive effect in a classroom setting and unlikely to have a hindering one. Specifically interactive buildings seem to complement the presence of a teacher and other information on the walls. The combination of using virtual models and surround projection has once more yielded clear results. The transferability of these results to the real world is remains to be tested, but the results indicate that physical, real environment tests are a very viable option.
Experiment 4

In an online virtual environment, would people be in favour of visiting, returning and staying in an interactive building over a static counterpart?

Users did not have to do a task here, instead the number of visitors and the amount of time spent in each virtual building was recorded and compared.

Our main concern about previous experiments was that they were made in a lab setting and they were short time wise. In this experiment we wanted to test the appeal and attractiveness of an interactive environment over an extended period of time while trying to provide as much freedom to visitors as possible. To do that, two virtual building models were constructed in an online social virtual environment (Second Life). The only difference between them was that one was interactive and the other was not. They were placed in Second Life for a total of six months, during which we took various measurements to do with the number; length and properties of visits (e.g. number of groups and number of return visits). Feedback on each building was collected from a separate group of 20 participants as an extra measure.

The online social virtual environment was used to provide greater levels of freedom for participants as there were no examiners present and there were no restrictions on access times. This means that reactions and actions of test subjects should mirror what might happen in a real life scenario more accurately and conclusions drawn from this experiment could be applied to real life situations more rapidly. The reason for conducting the test for six months was that we felt it was a sufficient period to produce meaningful results, it was also due to this research time restrictions. In addition to measuring visitor numbers and the qualities of their visits to each building feedback from a separate focus group was collected. It was calculated that using 20 people for feedback would provide meaningful results for this type of experiment.
Findings

With the rising popularity of using interactive elements in architecture, we asked: Would people more willingly return and bring their friends to a building if it had interactive elements? Second life, an online social environment was used to answer this question, testing the appeal of interactive architecture in comparison to a non-interactive equivalent.

The aforementioned research question was divided to two sub-questions. The first sub-question was “could an interactive building produce more visitors, return visits, group visits and be a more sociable place when compared to a static building?”. Results demonstrated that people revisited our interactive online gallery more often, stayed there longer and were more likely to bring friends when its walls and floor were interactive. The interactive building managed to generate 408 visits compared to 92 visits generated by the static building. There was also more return visits to the interactive building as well with nearly nine times as much as the static building. The interactive building also had more unique visitors (102 visitors) than the static building (57 visitors) and a bigger percentage of its visitors chose to return to the interactive building over its static counterpart. (68.627% compared to 26.316%). Another finding is that interactive building had more group visits than the static building with the static building having only one group visit throughout the period of study to 22 group visits that were made to the interactive one. The main and perhaps the most significant difference however, was the total amount of time spent in each building. Visitors to the interactive building spent a significantly longer period of time in comparison to the visitors of the static building with the average of 50.322 minutes spent in the interactive building for each minute spent in the static counterpart.

The second sub-question was “would the presence of interactivity within a building create a significant boost in the above mentioned
qualities?”. Our analysis proved results to be significant with all our P values below 0.0001 which is statistically highly significant. Questionnaires indicated that the vast majority of people (85 to 90%) favoured the interactive building and found it more appealing, with the ability of interacting with the building being a major attraction factor. No dislikes to the interactive building were stated and the majority of visitors favoured socializing within it.

This implies that interactive buildings are more appealing to be in and are a more attractive place to socialize within. Results also showed that interactivity can generate a sustainable interest in a building thus increasing its projected life span and revenue, especially in buildings that depend on visitors like exhibition halls, museums and public buildings. The online virtual environment Second Life proved a valuable tool for this study. In particular it addressed the issue of allowing regular and freedom of access to participants over a period of weeks or longer. It also provided anonymity and as such made test subjects more comfortable and willing to take part in such an experiment.
Discussion

In all experiments the interactive or seemingly intelligent environments proved to have an advantage over normal (non intelligent, interactive or moving) environments. In the three lab based experiments people performed better and stated that they were more comfortable and preferred interactive or seemingly intelligent environments over other environments which were blank and patterned environments. From observation and interviews people seemed to behave similarly in both normal (where the walls were either blank or with static patterns) and seemingly interactive or intelligent settings. There was no mention of distraction or feelings of alienation during interviews. This was also reflected in the scores as the majority of participants scored better in the interactive and intelligent settings. In the third experiment test subjects were interacting with the intelligent environment as it gave them visual hints on how to complete their task and their scores improved in the intelligent environment. Subjects stated that they were more comfortable in interactive and seemingly intelligent environments.

Results from experiment four indicate that over longer periods of time it seemed that the interactive building generated more visitors and appeared to have more appeal than a static building. This agrees with papers relating to the ADA project [2, 51, 101] which indicate that interactive buildings appear to be more popular and attract more visitors than none interactive buildings. The interactive projects reviewed in the literature did not have none interactive counterparts to be compared to. This means that their popularity could be contributed to other factors than interactivity (e.g. design, materials or novelty). The results from this experiment suggest that interactivity has a strong positive effect on the popularity of a building. This is also supported by Haque [47] as he states that interactive or intelligent buildings captivate their users as they see their effects on them. They also confirm the views of Delbrück and Bäbler [51] that interactive or intelligent buildings attract more audience and are more popular than non interactive ones.
In lab based experiments a within subject design was used and subjects had to do different tasks in test environments in one go. Care was taken to ensure that test subjects were not bored or tired out by the end of the experiment, mainly by changing the order in which they experienced the environments. It can still be argued that having the test subjects do multiple visits and perform different tasks on different visits might produce better results, although upon analysis the results were highly significant. There is also a risk in having test subjects perform multiple visits, as they could practice tasks at home thus corrupting the data. To counter both, tasks must be sufficiently different or complex, both of these things would making analysing data difficult or even make data sets incomparable due to the difference. Another potential issue of having complicated or different tasks is that there would be a higher learning curve involved. This means that experiment have to be longer to counter that which risks people becoming tired or losing interest, it would also make recruiting test subjects more challenging.

Test subjects recruited for the experiment were mostly students and employees of the University of Salford. Also there was imbalance in the sample between male / female or nationality or profession (most were research students from the computer science department). It could be argued that the test subjects sample is not representative nether in gender nor in profession. However, since we are looking for non gender/profession specific findings that can be overlooked. Further, as these experiments are possibly the first to investigate this field we felt that a random sample of people would be sufficient. Since performance and the possibility of improving it can be linked to work or study environments, which in many cases might not be varied or balanced, performing experiments on a random group of test subjects also made sense. From the experiments looked at in the literature review a number of 20 participants was adequate in most cases. The number of participants aimed for was 30 people for each lab experiment, this was done to provide better data and produce more significant results. The first experiment only had 20 participants but produced statistically significant results.
In the last experiment, made in an online environment, the main issue was that the experiment was performed in an area with low traffic (visitors). Also the low amount of content in both buildings might have deterred people from visiting or revisiting the experiment area. However, it can be argued that the simplicity of the buildings helped in isolating and clarifying the effect interactive components had on visitors. The results of the experiment were highly significant and even with low traffic the experiment managed to attract 159 visitors in total. This increases the confidence in our results and supports what the literature indicated that interactive buildings tend to be popular. It also indicates that the popularity of such projects can be attributed to their interactivity.

While the results of the experiments all confirm that simulated interactive or intelligent architecture can have a positive effect on its users, it is not known if such results would be transferable to real life. However, literature reviewed indicates that virtual reality is a credible tool for studying how people might react to a real life situation [62-64, 70, 73-75, 102]. Ultimately, the only way to be sure is to perform similar tests to our experiments using real life buildings. Results from experiments made in this research indicate that doing them, although requiring a lot of time and resources, is a credible future option that can yield meaningful results.
Conclusion

We set out to determine from analysis of the results if lifelike architecture is likely to be a pleasant and productive place to be. Experiment one concluded that being surrounded by walls that appear to come life and move has a positive effect on an individual's performance. 90% of test subjects performed better when the walls moved around them. Results also show that 60% of individuals preferred it to blank walls as well as 65% of them felt more comfortable in it.

Experiment two concluded that being inside animated lifelike architecture improves the ability of people to follow instructions from a tutor. 93.33% of subjects performed better in the animated environment. Data shows that 54.33% of test subjects prefer it to similar environments with blank or patterned walls and 60% of them felt more comfortable in it.

Experiment three furthers the results of the previous experiment by introducing a seemingly intelligent to test environment. It concluded that people's performance increases in a seemingly intelligent environment in a task that requires following instructions from a teacher. 93.33% of subjects had better scores in the seemingly intelligent environment. 63% of test subjects were more comfortable there and 60% of them preferred it. Comparison with experiment two reveals that 90% of people performed better in a seemingly intelligent environment compared to an animated one.

Experiment four conducted online concluded that over a long period of time an interactive building significantly generates more visitors and social activity than a non interactive counterpart. The interactive building had, on average 4.5 visits to each visit that was made to the static building. As for return visits the ratio was 8.743 to 1 in favour of the interactive building. Visitors also spent more time there with an average of 50 minutes spent in the interactive building for each minute spent in the static counterpart. Data from questionnaires indicate 85% of people preferred the interactive building, wanted to
spend time there and 90% wanted to promote it and socialize within it.

All of this suggests that the presence of interactive or intelligent elements within a building is likely to have positive effects on its users, increasing the productivity and comfort of its users. Experiment 4 also suggests that interactive buildings can generate more visitors and that people tend to socialise more within them. The transferability of these results to experiments made using real buildings or models is yet to be tested. Experiments made here coupled with the increasing popularity of interactive or intelligent building projects suggest that conducting real life experiments are a viable option for future experimentation.

There was strong correlation between the measures. An excellent example of this is that during experiment one a participant was heard humming to herself when the walls were static but not when they were moving. Her task performance was significantly better with seemingly moving walls around her. She reported in questionnaires having an improved experience when the walls appeared to move. In post interview she volunteered that she had felt lonely in the static wall condition and so hummed to herself but had not felt lonely or hummed when the walls appeared to move.
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Glossary:

Adaptive Architecture: Buildings that can change their properties to adapt to different environments or users.

Animated architecture: Buildings that can change their properties in real time according to input from users or the surrounding environment.

Intelligent architecture: like animated architecture. But it also has a set or short and/or long term goals that it bases its actions on.

IVE: Immersive virtual environments. Environments that immerse their users in virtual simulations.

Life like architecture: Buildings that can change their properties in real time according to input from users or the surrounding environment. similar to a living organism.

Responsive space: Space that has similar qualities to animated architecture.

VR: Virtual reality.